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Abstract
Masters athletes (MA), men and woman older than 35 years who participate in competitive athletics, is a rapidly growing
population that is increasingly encountered in clinical cardiovascular practice. Although the high levels of exercise typically
performed by MA confer numerous health advantages, no amount of exercise confers complete immunity from cardiovascular
disease. The review was written to cover the clinical management of MAwith cardiovascular disease. Focus is dedicated to four
of the most common clinical scenarios including atrial fibrillation, myocardial fibrosis, coronary artery disease, and dilation of the
ascending aorta.
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Introduction

The termmasters athlete (MA) refers to men and woman older
than 35 years who participate in competitive athletics. This is a
rapidly growing population worldwide that is increasingly en-
countered in clinical cardiovascular practice. [1] Unlike youn-
ger competitive athletes who typically require cardiovascular
care for underlying congenital or genetic heart disease, MA
are more often afflicted by acquired disease processes of the
heart muscle, electrical system, and coronary arteries. The
most common clinical cardiovascular issues among MA in-
clude atrial tachyarrhythmias (particularly atrial fibrillation),
fibrotic disorders of the myocardium, atherosclerotic coronary
disease, and dilation of the ascending aorta. MA afflicted with
these and other disease processes often present very different-
ly than sedentary or more normally active people. Optimal
care ofMA simultaneously prioritizes guideline-based disease
diagnosis and management with maintenance of exercise

capacity and athletic performance goals. This review was de-
signed to address pathogenesis, diagnosis, andmanagement of
the most common forms of cardiovascular disease amongMA
with a strong emphasis on strategies developed in a high-
volume sports cardiology referral center.

Atrial Fibrillation

Atrial fibrillation/flutter (AF), the most common clinically
relevant arrhythmia in the general population, may be even
more prevalent among aging MA. A compelling and steadily
growing body of literature suggests that MA are at increased
risk for AF compared with age- and gender-matched normally
active people. [2–6] Risk appears to be the higher among male
than among female athletes and arises most commonly in men
that engage in endurance sporting disciplines. The pathogen-
esis of AF in MA is complex, multi-factorial, and remains
incompletely understood. [7] Factors that have been suggested
to contribute to pathogenesis include atrial remodeling char-
acterized by dilation and fibrosis, enhanced vagal nerve activ-
ity resulting in marked resting bradycardia coupled with the
intense surges in sympathetic nervous system activity that
occur during exercise, periodic inflammation, exercise-
induced surges in left atrial pressure, genetics, alcohol con-
sumption, sleep apnea, and psychosocial stress. [8–10] Given
the importance of atrial function during exercise, the majority
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of MAwill experience a decline in exercise capacity while in
atrial fibrillation, andMA are often symptomatic under resting
conditions.

MA with new onset AF typically present in one of three
fashions. Often, MAwill have no sense of underlying arrhyth-
mia but seek medical attention due to decrements in perfor-
mance or exercise capacity. Consequently, it is of paramount
importance that clinicians evaluating MA with performance
decrement keep AF high on the differential diagnosis.
Alternatively, some MA are exquisitely sensitive to bouts of
AF and will report the sensation of irregular palpitations either
during exercise or under quiet resting conditions. As detailed
below, it is important to differentiate MA who develop AF
under high heart rate conditions (i.e., exercise) from those that
develop AF under low heart rate conditions (i.e., sleep or quiet
rest). Finally, MA may seek evaluation based on concerns
about data derived from commercial heart rate monitors. The
increasing use of chest strap and wrist-based heart rate moni-
tors that store data and enable subsequent downloads for com-
puter or smartphone-based storage and review is leading to
increasing numbers of athletes that “detect” arrhythmia using
these devices. In such cases, MAmay or may not recall symp-
toms that correlate with data derived from heart rate monitor-
ing. While these devices can and do enable arrhythmia detec-
tion, false positive readings generated by inadequate skin-
device contact are common, particularly during the first few
minutes of exercise. Regardless of presentation type, we rou-
tinely utilize medical-grade ambulatory rhythm monitoring
devices, most commonly adhesive patch technology, to con-
firm the presence and to define the burden of AF prior to
initiating any therapeutic interventions.

An overview of our approach to the management of AF in
MA is presented in Fig. 1. Following definitive confirmation
of atrial fibrillation, we evaluate for the presence of modifiable
risk factors including uncontrolled hypertension both at rest
and in response to maximal effort exercise, thyroid disease,
obstructive sleep apnea, stimulant/supplement use, and exces-
sive alcohol consumption. Identification and management of
these issues often reduces or eliminates recurrent AF thereby
obviating the need for addition therapy. In conjunction with
risk factor modification, we consider the risks and benefits of
anticoagulation to reduce the risk of thromboembolic disease
in all MAwith atrial fibrillation. [11, 12] ManyMA have lone
AF or sufficiently low thromboembolic risk profiles to avoid
anticoagulation. [13] AmongMAwith elevated risk as defined
by contemporary general population algorithms, [14] we en-
courage immediate initiation of a direct oral anticoagulant.
MA meeting criteria for these agents should be counseled
about the risks of bleeding in the setting of contact sports or
sports with an inherent risk of trauma such as cycling or mar-
tial arts.

In our practice, all MAwith newly diagnosed AF undergo a
maximal effort limited exercise test with continuous gas

exchange and 12-lead electrocardiography when they are in
sinus rhythm. Data derived from this assessment serves sev-
eral functions. First, the presence or absence of ischemic ECG
changes, a surrogate for underlying obstructive coronary ar-
tery disease (CAD) plays an important role in determining the
appropriateness of pharmacologic sinus rhythm maintenance
therapy. Second, establishing a baseline level of peak exercise
capacity permits meaningful reassessment after any subse-
quent intervention. We next work to define the burden of
(i.e., duration and frequency) and symptoms associated with
AF. Among MAwith short (less than 24 h), self-terminating,
and very infrequent (< 2 times year) bouts of AF, we favor
conservative observation. In contrast, we routinely initiate a
therapeutic strategy among MA with lengthier or more fre-
quent bouts of AF and among MA that are highly symptom-
atic or those that require electrical cardioversion to restore
sinus rhythm.

While contemporary clinical guidelines endorse a class 2A
recommendation for primary therapy with catheter-based ab-
lation, we routinely start with a pharmacologic strategy. A
“pill in the pocket” approach represents an appropriate first
step. [15] Among MA that develop AF during exercise, this
can be accomplished using either an AV-nodal slowing agent
(i.e., beta-blocker or non-dihydropyridine calcium channel
blocker) or a class 1C antiarrhythmic agent (i.e., flecainide
or propafenone). Among MA that develop AF during resting
condition, class 1C antiarrhythmic agents represent the best
option, and AV-nodal slowing agent should be avoided. The
decision to escalate to maintenance medical therapy with a
class 1 C agent must be made on an individual patient basis
but is appropriate when bouts of AF demonstrate increasing
frequency or a high burden of symptoms. While a rate control
approach represents an acceptable option for sedentary or nor-
mally active patients, we avoid this option in MA as all med-
ications used for this purpose have undesirable effects on ex-
ercise capacity. Failure of medical sinus maintenance therapy,
as defined by frequent “breakthrough” AF episodes despite
standing administration of a class 1 C agent or a patient intol-
erance of medication, justifies catheter-based ablation. We
routinely opt for an initial ablation relying solely on pulmo-
nary vein isolation without additional substrate modification
to minimize detrimental impact on atrial mechanics. [16] In
our opinion, we would rather accept the need for a second
ablation than render an athlete cured of AF but with a stiff
“porcelainized” left atrium as this situation is increasingly
recognized as having adverse and permanent effects on exer-
cise capacity. Following catheter ablation, we recommend at
least 6 weeks of restriction to low intensity physical activity to
facilitate complete healing of the intra-cardiac ablation le-
sions. Anticoagulation should be continued for some period
of time following ablation, but data defining the optimal du-
ration of therapy are lacking. In all cases, decisions about the
duration of anticoagulation and the resumption of unrestricted
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sport participation should be made in conjunction with current
guidelines and after a thorough shared decision-making pro-
cess involving the patient, electrophysiologist, and sports
cardiologist.

Myocardial Fibrosis

Repetitive participation in vigorous physical exercise stimu-
lates adaptive changes in CV structure and function. This pro-
cess, termed exercise-induced cardiac remodeling (EICR),
varies considerably across individual MA based on factors
including but not limited to sporting discipline, gender, eth-
nicity, genetic make-up, and duration of exercise exposure.
[17]While EICR has historically been regarded as an adaptive
phenomenon without adverse prognostic implications, recent
data challenge this notion. Numerous studies examining the
myocardial response to exercise document evidence of cardiac
fatigue following prolonged bouts of exercise. [18–20] In
most cases, complete resolution of fatigue patterns has been
shown to occur within 1–2 weeks. In addition, elevated levels
of biomarkers of cardiac injury have been documented among
ostensibly healthy and asymptomatic athletes following
prolonged bouts of exercise. [21] In aggregate, these data have
generated interest in whether repeated bouts of exercise-
induced cardiac fatigue may lead to permanent damage in
the form of myocardial scar.

This topic has now been investigated by numerous groups
with several studies reporting concerning rates of myocardial

fibrosis (MF) among MA. In a sentinel report, Breuckmann
et al. used cardiac MRI to evaluate for MF among marathon
runners and found scarring in 12/102 participants. [22]
Subsequently, Wilson et al. used similar techniques to docu-
ment patchy left ventricular MF among 6 of 12 studied MA
with the majority of scar localized to the septum and right
ventricular insertion sites, [23] and La Gerche et al. found
scarring of similar anatomic distribution among 13% of a
sizeable cohort of accomplished MA. [24] The proposed
mechanism underlying these findings, as presented in each
of these papers, is that cardiac tissue damage may develop in
response to the hemodynamic stresses inherent in decades of
high level exercise. Some confirmatory evidence for this hy-
pothesis was presented by Tahir et al. who found an exagger-
ated blood pressure response to exercise to be a significant
predictor of MF among 17 of 54 MA triathletes. [25]

Placing the above data in context may best be accom-
plished by consideration of the following issues. First, each
of these studies examined healthy asymptomatic athletes rais-
ing uncertainty about the clinical relevance of these findings.
Second, similar and in some cases, higher rates of myocardial
fibrosis have been documented among normally active age-
matched populations raising question the causal role of exer-
cise. [26, 27] Third, numerous subsequent studies have failed
to detect any appreciable fibrosis among MA. [28–30]

At present, we do not recommend screening for MF among
asymptomatic MA as there is no established prognostic value
to this information. However, we routinely use cardiacMR for
the evaluation of myocardial substrate among symptomatic

Fig. 1 Overview of the clinical approach to masters athletes with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation
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MA or among MAwith other findings suggestive of myocar-
dial pathology. In this context, we frequently observe scar as a
component of diseases including acute or resolved myocardi-
tis, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, arrhythmogenic cardiomy-
opathy, and anabolic steroid-induced heart disease. In con-
trast, we very seldomly observe non-ischemic scar in the ab-
sence of explanatory pathology leading us to conclude that
exercise in isolation is incapable of causing permanent cardiac
injury. Instead, the development of patchy MF among MA
likely represents a multiple hit pathogenesis with exercise
possibly exacerbating other toxins or sources or injury.
While this phenotype appears to be benign in asymptomatic
MA, we do recommend evaluating for scar among MA pre-
senting with otherwise unexplained malignant ventricular ar-
rhythmias as this may inform therapeutic options including
the use of antiarrhythmics and catheter-based ablation. [31]

Coronary Artery Disease

Routine moderate intensity exercise has favorable effects on
traditional cardiovascular risk factors and reduces incident
CAD. However, no amount of exercise confers complete im-
munity from CAD. Recent survey data from a community-
based population of competitive MA demonstrated a high
prevalence of both CAD risk factors and established CAD.
[32] Additionally, autopsy and clinical data from observation-
al sudden death and cardiac arrest studies routinely identify
CAD as the most common cause of sudden death in MA. [33,
34] The development of clinically relevant CAD, defined as
epicardial coronary stenosis sufficient to cause anginal symp-
toms or the rupture of unstable plaque leading to an acute
coronary syndrome, among MA is driven primarily by tradi-
tional risk factors including genetics, dyslipidemia, hyperten-
sion, and active or prior tobacco use. Additional factors in-
cluding dietary choices, performance enhancing drug or sup-
plement use, and psychological stress may contribute to the
development of CAD among MA. [35, 36]

The presentation of CAD among MA is highly variable. In
some cases, the index presentation may be cardiac arrest dur-
ing training or competition. However, most MAwith obstruc-
tive CAD present with symptoms ranging from typical angina
to subtle performance declines without chest pain. Clinicians
should keep CAD high the differential diagnosis among MA
with any new chief complaint that includes a subjective de-
cline in exercise performance or the presence of chest tight-
ness or pressure during the first few minutes of exercise.
Diagnostic assessment for MAwith symptoms suggestive of
CAD must include a comprehensive medical history with an
emphasis on familial premature CAD patterns, the use of illicit
drugs or performance enhancing agents, a resting ECG, mea-
surement plasma lipids, and exercise testing according to con-
temporary guidelines. [37] Although common in clinical

practice, exercise testing in MA should not be terminated at
a predefined target heart rate but rather continued to maximal
volitional exercise capacity in order to maximize the likeli-
hood of symptom reproduction. Conventional exercise proto-
cols such as the Standard Bruce treadmill test may not be
sufficient to reproduce cardiac symptoms in MA.
Customized testing designed to simulate conditions under
which symptoms of suspected CAD develop should be con-
sidered on a case by case basis. Test customization often in-
volves manipulation of exercise intensity, duration, modality,
and climate and comprehensive exercise assessment in MA
may best accomplished in referral centers that house advanced
exercise testing laboratory designed for this purpose and staff
familiar with the individualization of exercise protocols. [38]
Inducible ischemia among MA often resolves very rapidly
during exercise recovery thereby limiting the sensitivity of
tests that require assessment of ischemia in recovery, such as
treadmill-based exercise echocardiography.

Management ofMAwith CAD, including those with stable
disease and those who manifest with acute coronary syn-
dromes, should adhere to consensus recommendations for
the general population in the complete absence of outcome
data derived from athletic populations. [39, 40] Sports cardi-
ologists often elect for complete revascularization strategies in
MA based on data documenting asymptomatic exertional is-
chemia in the setting of obstructive CAD as an important
cause of sudden death. [34] All MA with CAD should be
prescribed with high-dose statins and antiplatelet agents as
dictated by presentation and coronary anatomy. [41] MA tak-
ing dual antiplatelet therapy are at increased risk of bleeding in
the setting of trauma and should be counseled to avoid contact
and potentially high impact sports while taking these agents.
Duration of dual antiplatelet therapy should adhere to contem-
porary clinical guidelines with any deviation resulting from
careful consideration of risks and benefits as discussed in the
context of a shared decision-making process. Statin-related
muscle side effects that occur during exercise are relatively
frequent among athletes. Following an acute coronary syn-
drome, statin therapy, even if it requires reductions in exercise
training and competition, should be prioritized for 1 to 2 years,
as this critical early period of drug exposure appears to have
the greatest benefit. [42] The role for novel lipid-lowering
agents in MA who are intolerant of statins has not yet been
described, but we have routinely begun to use PSK9-
inhibitors in MAwith CAD who fail to meet secondary pre-
vention LDL targets on maximal dose statin. Guidelines for
sport participation among MAwith CAD have been presented
both by US and European expert writing panels. [43, 44]

Coronary artery calcium (CAC) scoring using cardiac CT
imaging provides important prognostic information in the sed-
entary general public and its use is now recommended by
numerous clinical guidelines. [45] While there are no primary
data to guide how to interpret and what to do with a CAC
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score among MA, it is being increasingly measured in this
population. Several important studies have shown that MA
harbor higher levels of CAC than more sedentary age-
matched counterparts. The first study to examine CAC among
MA compared 108 male marathon runners to age and
Framingham Risk Score matched sedentary controls and
found that MA were significantly more likely to have an
Agatston CAC score > 100 than controls. [46] Subsequent
reports confirm that MA are more likely to have CAC than
less active people, [47] and that the amount of CAC is asso-
ciated with the amount of prior exercise exposure. [48]
However, studies documenting a high prevalence and burden
of CAC among MA must be considered in the context of data
which demonstrate increased longevity and reduced hospital
utilization for ischemic heart disease among MA. Thus, CAC
in MA may have a distinctly different pathogenesis and prog-
nostic implications than among normally active aging men
and women. [49] Indeed, preliminary outcomes data demon-
strate a clear attenuation of the risk attributable to CAC by
increasing cardiorespiratory fitness. [50]

We do not routinely utilize CAC scoring in our assessment
of MA. However, we are increasingly asked to evaluate MA
who harbor CAC. An outline of our approach to this clinical
scenario is presented in Fig. 2. We begin by confirming why a
CTassessment of CACwas performed. In our experience, this
test is commonly ordered during the assessment of MAwith
symptoms suggestive of CAD in lieu of exercise testing which
is a more appropriate diagnostic test in this situation. All MA,
including those with and without CAC, should undergo a
comprehensive assessment for atherosclerotic risk factors
and corollary intervention as dictated by current guidelines.
Once CAC has been documented, a maximal effort exercise

with protocol customization considerations discussed above is
indicated. In the absence of inducible ischemia, we perform no
further testing and do not impose any athletic restriction. All
MA with inducible ischemia should undergo conventional
coronary angiography to confirm the presence of obstructive
CAD and to determine the need for revascularization.

Aortic Dilation

Exercise responsiveness of the cardiovascular systemwas first
documented in the late nineteenth century, [51, 52] and nu-
merous longitudinal studies have demonstrated a causal rela-
tionship between vigorous exercise and myocardial adapta-
tion. [53] This process of EICR commonly results in 4-
chamber cardiac dilation and mild ventricular wall thickening
yielding a phenotype that may overlap with forms of cardio-
myopathy. Remodeling of the electrical system has also been
documented. [54] By contrast, the vascular system, specifical-
ly the aorta, has traditionally been viewed as a less plastic
organ capable of comparatively less exercise-induced adapta-
tion. To date, data characterizing aortic size in elite athletes
have focused almost exclusively on athletes in the first 3 de-
cades of life. Among young competitors, aortic dilation, most
commonly often defined by dimensions of the aortic root or
ascending aorta of ≥ 40 mm in males and ≥ 34 mm in females,
is rare. [55–58] Until recently, data examining aortic dimen-
sions in MA have been lacking.

Recent papers have begun to examine aortic dimensions in
distinct populations of MA, exploring the hypothesis that de-
cades of exercise exposure may be required to manifest a
clinically relevant increase in aortic size. An important study

Fig. 2 Overview of the clinical
approach to masters athletes with
coronary artery calcium detected
during computed tomography
imaging
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examined the aortic size in a group of 206 former professional
American-style football athletes and found that almost 30%
had aortic dimensions > 40 mm. [59] However, these data are
limited to a unique group of men with primarily early-life,
strength-focused athletic exposure in a sport commonly asso-
ciated with weight gain and early onset hypertension, [60]
making their generalizability limited. The most comprehen-
sive survey of aortic dimensions among MA competing in
endurance disciplines evaluated aortic size among 442 male
and female rowers and runners ages 50–75 and found an over-
all prevalence of aortic dimensions ≥ 40 mm of 21%. [61]
Among men, this figure increased to a prevalence of 31%,
and aortic dilation was particularly enriched among the most
elite competitors in the cohort (i.e., rowers who had competed
in the World Championships or the Olympics). Comparison
with age, sex, and body-size adjusted population nomograms
revealed a rightward shift of the distribution of aortic sizes
among MA as compared with individual “predicted” sizes,
and a total of 24% of subjects had a z-score ≥ 2, indicating a
measurement greater than 2 standard deviations above the
population mean. Participation in rowing as opposed to row-
ing was additionally associated with increased aortic size,
suggesting a potential role from the combined pressure and
volume stress in this sport as a greater driver of aortic
adaptation.

The interpretation of these findings and the attendant clin-
ical implications remain uncertain. Mild to moderate aortic
dilation in the MAmay represent an adaptive form of vascular
remodeling in response to long-term endurance exercise and
in this context may be viewed as a benign exercise-associated
adaptation. Alternatively, it is also possible that this phenotype
represents a form of overuse pathology with attendant in-
creases in risk for acute aortic syndromes. At present, the
incidence of aortic events among MA remains unknown and
longitudinal follow-up will be needed to adjudicate this uncer-
tainty between these two possible interpretations. In the mean-
time, we advise individualized assessment of MA found to
have aortic dilation, including a careful personal and family
history to exclude underlying genetic etiologies, blood pres-
sure assessment both at rest and with exercise coupled with
guideline-directed blood pressure control, and serial imaging
to monitor for progressive increases in aortic size.

Conclusion

MA represent a unique and increasingly common population
of patients encountered in clinical cardiovascular practice.
Comprehensive care of MA requires an understanding of the
physiology of sport coupled with the application of personal-
ized medical strategies that seek to prevent and treat disease
while simultaneously optimizing exercise capacity and com-
petitive potential. Future work directed at resolving key areas

of scientific and clinical uncertainty present numerous oppor-
tunities for critically need research.
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